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Code No: 57058                                              Set No. 1 
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, August-2015 
TRANSPORT PHENOMENA 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Many commonly found substances such  as  ketchup ,  custard ,    toothpaste   ,   starch  
 suspensions, paint,blood, and shampoo are examples of      [ ] 

a) Non Newtonian fluid       b) Reynolds number     c) Newtonian fluid  d) Prantyl number 
 
2. When a system contains two or more components whose concentration vary from point to point, there is a 

natural tendency for mass to be transferred, minimizing any   concentration difference within the system. 
Mass Transfer in a system is governed by         [ ] 

           a)  Fick's First Law        b)  Newtons           c) Fouriers               d) Mendels     
 
3. Who first derived the relation between the rate of shear strain rate and shear stress for such fluids 

in differential form.           [ ] 
a) Einstein             b) Mendel           c) Lehninger            d) Newton 

 
4. The study of transport phenomena concerns the exchange of certain substances, between observed and 

studied systems such as,          [ ] 
 a) mass             b)  energy              c) momentum           d) All of the above 
 
5. Random mixing by eddies in air or water have the tendency to carry mass in the direction of decreasing 

concentration, for which……….  law is applicable.       [ ] 
           a) Newton's law of viscosity             b) Fourier’s   law         c) Fick’s law  d) Einsteins law 
 
6.         A “random” and spontaneous mixing process that moves the “solute” or “material” from regions of  

high concentration to regions of low concentration is       [ ] 
 a) Diffusion                 b) Momentum               c) Viscosity            d) Mass 
 
7. A liquid flowing downward under the influence of a pressure difference and gravity through a vertical 

tube of length L and radius R. So, you must take into consideration the following assumptions      [  ]      
a) Laminar Flow           b) constant viscosity, µ      c) constant density, ρ         d) All of the above 

 
8.  Which anology assumes that the turbulent diffusivities are all equal and that the molecular diffusivities of 

momentum (μ/ρ) and mass (DAB) are negligible compared to the turbulent diffusivities. 
       a) Non Newtonian fluid       b) Reynolds number         c) Newtonian fluid       d) Prantyl number   [ ]        
      
9. Thermal conductivity is maximum for  
 a) coke  b) gas oline c)  steel  d) air   
 
10. The shell balance approach is limited to         [ ] 

a) one-dimensional flow situations     b) straight geometries                                 
 c) Both a& b      d) Two-dimentional flow situations 
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II Fill in the Blanks 
 
11. Newtonian fluids are named after ……………., who first derived the relation between the rate of shear 

strain rate and shear stress for such fluids in differential form. 
 
12. An element of a flowing liquid or gas will suffer forces from the surrounding fluid, 

including ……………… forces that cause it to gradually deform over time. 
 
13. More generally, in a non-isotropic Newtonian fluid, the coefficient  that relates internal friction stresses 

to the spatial derivatives of the velocity field is replaced by ……………. 
 
14. …………..law of Heat Conduction and the Navier-Stokes equations, which describe, respectively, the 

response of heat flux to temperature gradients and the relationship between fluid flux and 
the forces applied to the fluid. 

 
15. In chemical engineering, transport phenomena are studied in reactor design, analysis of molecular or 

diffusive transport mechanisms, and …………………….  
 
16. ………………………..analogy is based on experimental data for gases and liquids in both 

the laminar and turbulent regimes 
 
17. The equation for momentum transport is Newton's Law of Viscosity written as fol………….. 
 
18. Fouriers law of heat conduction can be given as…………………………………… 
 
19. The units of viscosity,µ are ……………………. 
 
20. Substances Such as detergent slurries, polymers solutions (melts), dispersion media in some 

pharmaceuticals, and paints are examples of……………………. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The study of transport phenomena concerns the exchange of certain substances, between observed and 

studied systems such as,          [ ] 
 a) mass             b)  energy              c) momentum           d) All of the above 
 
2. Random mixing by eddies in air or water have the tendency to carry mass in the direction of decreasing 

concentration, for which……….  law is applicable.       [ ] 
           a) Newton's law of viscosity             b) Fourier’s   law         c) Fick’s law  d) Einsteins law 
 
3.         A “random” and spontaneous mixing process that moves the “solute” or “material” from regions of high 

concentration to regions of low concentration is         [ ] 
 a) Diffusion                 b) Momentum               c) Viscosity            d) Mass 
 
4. A liquid flowing downward under the influence of a pressure difference and gravity through a vertical 

tube of length L and radius R. So, you must take into consideration the following assumptions      [  ]      
a) Laminar Flow           b) constant viscosity, µ      c) constant density, ρ         d) All of the above 
 

5.  Which anology assumes that the turbulent diffusivities are all equal and that the molecular diffusivities of 
momentum (μ/ρ) and mass (DAB) are negligible compared to the turbulent diffusivities. 

       a) Non Newtonian fluid       b) Reynolds number         c) Newtonian fluid       d) Prantyl number   [ ]        
      
6. Thermal conductivity is maximum for  
 a) coke  b) gas oline c)  steel  d) air   
 
7. The shell balance approach is limited to         [ ] 

a) one-dimensional flow situations         b) straight geometries                   
c) Both a& b       d) Two-dimentional flow situations 

 
8. Many commonly found substances such  as  ketchup ,  custard ,    toothpaste   ,   starch  
 suspensions, paint,blood, and shampoo are examples of      [ ] 

a) Non Newtonian fluid       b) Reynolds number     c) Newtonian fluid  d) Prantyl number 
 

9. When a system contains two or more components whose concentration vary from point to point, there is a 
natural tendency for mass to be transferred, minimizing any   concentration difference within the system. 
Mass Transfer in a system is governed by         [ ] 

           a)  Fick's First Law        b)  Newtons           c) Fouriers               d) Mendels     
 
10. Who first derived the relation between the rate of shear strain rate and shear stress for such fluids 

in differential form.           [ ] 
a) Einstein             b) Mendel           c) Lehninger            d) Newton 
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11. …………..law of Heat Conduction and the Navier-Stokes equations, which describe, respectively, the 

response of heat flux to temperature gradients and the relationship between fluid flux and 
the forces applied to the fluid. 

 
12. In chemical engineering, transport phenomena are studied in reactor design, analysis of molecular or 

diffusive transport mechanisms, and …………………….  
 
13. ………………………..analogy is based on experimental data for gases and liquids in both 

the laminar and turbulent regimes 
 
14. The equation for momentum transport is Newton's Law of Viscosity written as fol………….. 
 
15. Fouriers law of heat conduction can be given as…………………………………… 
 
16. The units of viscosity,µ are ……………………. 
 
17. Substances Such as detergent slurries, polymers solutions (melts), dispersion media in some 

pharmaceuticals, and paints are examples of……………………. 
 
18. Newtonian fluids are named after ……………., who first derived the relation between the rate of shear 

strain rate and shear stress for such fluids in differential form. 
 
19. An element of a flowing liquid or gas will suffer forces from the surrounding fluid, 

including ……………… forces that cause it to gradually deform over time. 
 
20. More generally, in a non-isotropic Newtonian fluid, the coefficient  that relates internal friction stresses 

to the spatial derivatives of the velocity field is replaced by ……………. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.         A “random” and spontaneous mixing process that moves the “solute” or “material” from regions of  

high  concentration to regions of low concentration is       [ ] 
 a) Diffusion                 b) Momentum               c) Viscosity            d) Mass 
 
2. A liquid flowing downward under the influence of a pressure difference and gravity through a vertical 

tube of length L and radius R. So, you must take into consideration the following assumptions      [  ]      
a) Laminar Flow           b) constant viscosity, µ      c) constant density, ρ         d) All of the above 

 
3.  Which anology assumes that the turbulent diffusivities are all equal and that the molecular diffusivities of 

momentum (μ/ρ) and mass (DAB) are negligible compared to the turbulent diffusivities. 
       a) Non Newtonian fluid       b) Reynolds number         c) Newtonian fluid       d) Prantyl number   [ ]        
      
4. Thermal conductivity is maximum for         [ ] 
 a) coke  b) gas oline c)  steel  d) air   
 
5. The shell balance approach is limited to         [ ] 

a) one-dimensional flow situations      b) straight geometries                                    
 c) Both a& b      d) Two-dimentional flow situations 
 
6. Many commonly found substances such  as  ketchup ,  custard ,    toothpaste   ,   starch  
 suspensions, paint,blood, and shampoo are examples of      [ ] 

a) Non Newtonian fluid       b) Reynolds number     c) Newtonian fluid  d) Prantyl number 
 
7. When a system contains two or more components whose concentration vary from point to point, there is a 

natural tendency for mass to be transferred, minimizing any   concentration difference within the system. 
Mass Transfer in a system is governed by         [ ] 

           a)  Fick's First Law        b)  Newtons           c) Fouriers               d) Mendels     
 
8. Who first derived the relation between the rate of shear strain rate and shear stress for such fluids 

in differential form.           [ ] 
a) Einstein             b) Mendel           c) Lehninger            d) Newton 

 
9. The study of transport phenomena concerns the exchange of certain substances, between observed and 

studied systems such as,          [ ] 
 a) mass             b)  energy              c) momentum           d) All of the above 
 
10. Random mixing by eddies in air or water have the tendency to carry mass in the direction of decreasing 

concentration, for which……….  law is applicable.       [ ] 
           a) Newton's law of viscosity             b) Fourier’s   law         c) Fick’s law  d) Einsteins law 
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11. ………………………..analogy is based on experimental data for gases and liquids in both 

the laminar and turbulent regimes 
 
12. The equation for momentum transport is Newton's Law of Viscosity written as fol………….. 
 
13. Fouriers law of heat conduction can be given as…………………………………… 
 
14. The units of viscosity,µ are ……………………. 
 
15. Substances Such as detergent slurries, polymers solutions (melts), dispersion media in some 

pharmaceuticals, and paints are examples of……………………. 
 
16. Newtonian fluids are named after ……………., who first derived the relation between the rate of shear 

strain rate and shear stress for such fluids in differential form. 
 
17. An element of a flowing liquid or gas will suffer forces from the surrounding fluid, 

including ……………… forces that cause it to gradually deform over time. 
 
18. More generally, in a non-isotropic Newtonian fluid, the coefficient  that relates internal friction stresses 

to the spatial derivatives of the velocity field is replaced by ……………. 
 
19. …………..law of Heat Conduction and the Navier-Stokes equations, which describe, respectively, the 

response of heat flux to temperature gradients and the relationship between fluid flux and 
the forces applied to the fluid. 

 
20. In chemical engineering, transport phenomena are studied in reactor design, analysis of molecular or 

diffusive transport mechanisms, and …………………….  
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Which anology assumes that the turbulent diffusivities are all equal and that the molecular diffusivities of 

momentum (μ/ρ) and mass (DAB) are negligible compared to the turbulent diffusivities. 
       a) Non Newtonian fluid       b) Reynolds number         c) Newtonian fluid       d) Prantyl number   [ ]        
      
2. Thermal conductivity is maximum for  
 a) coke  b) gas oline c)  steel  d) air   
 
3. The shell balance approach is limited to         [ ] 

a) one-dimensional flow situations         b) straight geometries                                 
 c) Both a& b       d) Two-dimentional flow situations 
 
4. Many commonly found substances such  as  ketchup ,  custard ,    toothpaste   ,   starch  
 suspensions, paint,blood, and shampoo are examples of      [ ] 

a) Non Newtonian fluid       b) Reynolds number     c) Newtonian fluid  d) Prantyl number 
 

5. When a system contains two or more components whose concentration vary from point to point, there is a 
natural tendency for mass to be transferred, minimizing any   concentration difference within the system. 
Mass Transfer in a system is governed by         [ ] 

           a)  Fick's First Law        b)  Newtons           c) Fouriers               d) Mendels     
 
6. Who first derived the relation between the rate of shear strain rate and shear stress for such fluids 

in differential form.           [ ] 
a) Einstein             b) Mendel           c) Lehninger            d) Newton 
 

7. The study of transport phenomena concerns the exchange of certain substances, between observed and 
studied systems such as,          [ ] 

 a) mass             b)  energy              c) momentum           d) All of the above 
 
8. Random mixing by eddies in air or water have the tendency to carry mass in the direction of decreasing 

concentration, for which……….  law is applicable.       [ ] 
           a) Newton's law of viscosity             b) Fourier’s   law         c) Fick’s law  d) Einsteins law 
 
9.         A “random” and spontaneous mixing process that moves the “solute” or “material” from regions of high 

concentration to regions of low concentration is         [ ] 
 a) Diffusion                 b) Momentum               c) Viscosity            d) Mass 
 
10. A liquid flowing downward under the influence of a pressure difference and gravity through a vertical 

tube of length L and radius R. So, you must take into consideration the following assumptions      [  ]      
a) Laminar Flow           b) constant viscosity, µ      c) constant density, ρ         d) All of the above 
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11. Fouriers law of heat conduction can be given as…………………………………… 
 
12. The units of viscosity,µ are ……………………. 
 
13. Substances Such as detergent slurries, polymers solutions (melts), dispersion media in some 

pharmaceuticals, and paints are examples of……………………. 
 
14. Newtonian fluids are named after ……………., who first derived the relation between the rate of shear 

strain rate and shear stress for such fluids in differential form. 
 
15. An element of a flowing liquid or gas will suffer forces from the surrounding fluid, 

including ……………… forces that cause it to gradually deform over time. 
 
16. More generally, in a non-isotropic Newtonian fluid, the coefficient  that relates internal friction stresses 

to the spatial derivatives of the velocity field is replaced by ……………. 
 
17. …………..law of Heat Conduction and the Navier-Stokes equations, which describe, respectively, the 

response of heat flux to temperature gradients and the relationship between fluid flux and 
the forces applied to the fluid. 

 
18. In chemical engineering, transport phenomena are studied in reactor design, analysis of molecular or 

diffusive transport mechanisms, and …………………….  
 
19. ………………………..analogy is based on experimental data for gases and liquids in both 

the laminar and turbulent regimes 
 
20. The equation for momentum transport is Newton's Law of Viscosity written as fol………….. 
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